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Barry Goldwater tells of plans
Brothers Four  to contest Arizona Senate seat
Brothers Four
come to Maine
Inasmuch as John Paine. Dick
1781ey, Mike Kirkland and Bob Flick
are natives of Seattle and environs,
it is not at all surprising that they
should have found their separate
ways to the University of Washing-
ton, where they met as fraternity
brothers.
There they assembled to prepare
themselves for careers in law
(Paine), medicine (Kirkland), en-
gineering (Foley) and radio and TV
management (Flick). One night,
for laughs, they started singing to-
gether and soon became campus
favorites. Then, in rapid succession,
they landed a singing engagement
at a Seattle night club, struck up
an alliance with their manager,
Mort Lewis, recorded their first bal-
lad, "Greenfields," and were estab-
lished as the nation's most exciting
singing group.
In choosing their material. The
Brothers Four pick songs wnizli
Neurally seem to lend ;hemselves to
.n entnusiastic, collegiate kind of
performance. Many of these songs
come out of the American folk
song and ballad repertoire; honest,
full and emotional songs which
become even greater and more mean-
ingful when sung with honesty, be-
lief and dedication. And, although
folk material is perhaps their main
source, the boys also get a kick out
of the newly written numbers such
as "Sama Kama Wacky Brown."
Prob:ibly the most vital qualities of
this quartet are its youth and in-
formal enthusiasm.
The Brothers Four will present
a concert on Saturday, October 14,
at 8 o'clock in the Memorial iym
as a part of Homecoming. There
will be a dance afterward featuring
the Barracudos. Tickets will go on
sale October 9th from 8 to
4 in the Memorial Union. The tick-
ets will cost 82.00 each and $2.50
at the door. Plan to get your tickets
early due to the limited number
available.
by Melanie Cyr
Barry Goldwater, undoubtedly
one of the most controversial
leaders in the country today, ad-
dressed Maine students Sunday
evening, October I, in the Memorial
G., in. His talk, titled "Conservatism
in America", dealt with a range of
curient issues, from youth's partic-
ipation in government to the anti-
ballistic missile system.
The former senator and 1964
presidential candidate also re.
vealed his plans for entering the
1968 senatorial race in Arizona
while this news came not as •
particularly startling disclosure,
general audience reaction was
one of surprise. Mr. Goldwater
has not yet formally announced
his candidacy for incumbent
Senator Hayden's seat but an-
swered, "I'm planning on it,"
to a query concerning this
possibility.
In response to a question con-
cerning the function and usefulness
of civilian organizations, partic-
ularly student groups, who have
criticized the Vietnam policy, Gold-
water said that civilians should not
be suggesting war tactics to the
generals in the field. Of President
Johnson, Goldwater quipped, "in
his heart he knows I was right."
On national polities Mr. Gold-
water's statements were some-
what guarded. He doe. not know
"where in the devil" the Repub,l.
can leadership is. Excepting
Reagan, he did not appear im-
pressed with any of the leading
candidates offered. The speaker
was vague about Ron-tney's
chances, but would, in spite of
the "personal rift" between them,
support the national ticket if
Michigan's governor were nom-
inated.
Barry Goldwater noted the rapid-
ly rising popularity of Ronald
Reagan but said that Reagan has
assured him he "does not want to
run and will not run." If the
demand for Reagan is made over-
whelmingly obvious at convention
time the California governor will
not, Mr. Coldwater says, "close
the door."
Goldwater looks to the outcome
of the New Hampshire and Wiscon-
sin primaries for the most likely
nominee.
The speaker devoted a large
segment of his speech to a personal
definition of conservativism. "Pro-
gress must be made on the proven
values of the past," he said. A con-
servative, according to Goldwater
does not try things shown dis-
astrous in the past. He learns from
txperience.
Mr. Goldwater advises a new
look ii liberalism in this coun-
try. He feels that the liberals em-
brace the basic communist tenet:
from each according to his
ability, to each according to his
needs. He thinks that a new kind
of federalism is evolving In
America and points to • stipula-
tion under the National Defense
Eucation Act (1958) that pre-
vents one from receiving federal
funds for the teaching of theol-
ogy, as a sign.
Goldwater concedes a definite
place for "true liberalism" or
"the liberal approach of Jeffer-
son" in our government. And he
predicts that we will see more
true conservativism and true
liberalism, "working together,
heading down the same path."
The national debt appears to be
of utmost concern to Goldwater.
He calls for an end to "massive
deficit spending" in order tc insure
a favorable trade relationship,
among other reasons. When asked
about the 10% sur tax, he stated
that he wished President Johnson
had raised taxes last year. Mr.
Goldwater is worried about a
money shortage in the near future
and insists that cutting federal
spending is the only answer.
Our chief problem is, as Gold-
water sees it, the increase of crime
and "old-fashioned anarchy" in the
cities. He says that the young of
America must grow up to oppose
Continued on Punt, 10
Campus tunes in
Carolyn Palmer
on music of note
newly-appointed editor of the
Campus is concerned over "bal-
ancing good news reporting with
impartial, depth coverage of top-
ics that should interest the aca-
demic community as a whole." A
senior journalism major and for-
mer Campus reporter. Carolyn
has worked in various areas of
writing and publishing.
Jon Devine
who directed the Advertising De-
partment of the Campus last yrear,
is now Business Manager. Jon. •
member of Delta Tau Delta, is •
senior in Business Administration.
Like all business manager. before
him, he feverishly computes data
in trying to curb rising production
costs.
Jon and Carolyn were elected last
week b. the Student-Faculty Com-
mittee on Student Publications
and have already assumed their
new duties.
by Tracy Bronson
For the musically minded, Maine
is an active campus this year with
many opportunities for performing
and listening.
The new Marching 100 has al-
ready appeared at football games
where their quality is a credit to
Maine. Directed by Mr. George
Cavanaugh, this group will later
break into a seventy member con.
cert band, which will perform on
campus and around the state, and
the thirty piece Varsity Band to
spark spirit at sports events and
rallies.
The orchestra is hard at work
preparing for its own concerts plus
those with the Chorophontc Society
and one with cellist Don Domb.
The orchestra is the only organiza-
tion still accepting players. There is
a need for strings, and there are a
few openings for woodwinds. Those
interested should see Mr. Clayton
Hare, conductor.
Maine's Chorophonic Society will
perform in Handers Messiah and
Mendelsivohn's oratorio, F. lija h,
with the orchestra. Outstanding
soloists swill also appear in these
concert* conducted by Dr. Godwin.
Dr. Godwin will also direct the
University Singers, a perfectly bal-
anced group of forty, selected from
several hundred who auditioned.
This group will sing a wide variety
of music—classical, pop. and folk.
From the L niversity Singers eight-
een students will be chosen to form
a modern chorale strictly for enter-
taining music. They will be available
for functions on and off campus.
Mr. Eugene Davis. new to the
Maine faculty, is directing the
Women'. Choir. Mr. Davis is an
established musician having per-
formed in Broadway musical thea-
ters and in the Lincoln Center. His
group of thirty will appear on
campus and at other area schools.
For the university community
there are three series of concerts.
The first, the Concert Series, held
in Memorial Gym started with the
Philadelphia Chamber Symphony on
October 3. The second, University
Concerts, consists of seven perform-
ances by university groups—the
band, the orchestra, the women's
Choir, and the University Singers.
These will be held in Hauck Audi-
torium, except the band's pops con-
cert which will be an outdoor affair.
We also have the Friday Evening
Concerts presented by the music
faculty in the Lord Hall Recital
Hall. The first of these recitals, Oc-
tober 20, will feature the exceptional
Carnegie Trio with Clayton Hare.
violin, Robert Collins. cello. and
Kathryn Ann Foley. piano. Both the
University Concerts and the Friday
Evening Concerts are free and open
to the public.
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Carnegie opens its doors for view
of the renovated exhibition galleries
by Maggie O'Brien
October 8th, 3:00-5:00 p.m., an
open house will be held in Carnegie
Hall; the public is invited to view
the $150,000 renovations recently
completed in Carnegie, home of
the University of Maine Art
Department.
Renovations, designed by Old
Town architect Cooper Milliken,
have improved exhibition galleries,
drawing rooms painting studios,
workrooms, and offices.
The stone steps of Carnegie's
main entrance now lead to a
bronze-framed glass doorway,
which, in turn, introduces a two-
story high, mahogany-finished lob-
by. A glass-enclosed stairwell
ascends from the first floor lobby to
the second level. There are five re-
finished exhibition rooms. Gallery
One, on the first floor, and Gallery
Two, on the second, display walls
covered by oyster-white arcilon
fiber, modern adjustable sighting
systems, and metal grid ceilings
from which exhibits may be hung.
The exhibit space in the Print Room
and the Seminar Room, both on
the second floor, is slightly sunken
into blonde wood paneled walls.
A Student Gallery in the basement
nas also been redone. Drawing
rooms, studios, and offices have
been painted and paneled. Class-
rooms sport spacious white black-
boards.
Mustard-gold, white, greyed-
green, and natural wood complete
Carnegie% new, subdued color
scheme.
These alterations are the first
major improvements made in
Europe Craft Imports
Fall Fashion Collection
Exclusively at Ben Sklar's
Classic, f ul I-le ngth,
single breasted Ches-
terfield of Mohair and
Wool. With 3 silver
coin buttons, contrast-
ing fabric trim, back
vent and two flap
pockets. Cotton print
lined. In White/Green,
Navy/White.
$49.95
•
BEN SKLAR INC.
Carnegie Hall since its construc-
tion in 1906. The building, one of
more than 2,000 university libraries
donated by Andrew Carnegie,
housed the University of Maine
Library for 43 years. In 1949,
Carnegie Hall became co-inhabited
by the Art and Music Departments.
After an appropriation of $35,200
from the Higher Education Facili-
ties Act of 1963, and the Music
Department's departure to Lord
Hall in 1965, the old unstable glass
dome crowning Carnegie was re-
moved, and renovations have
architecturally uplifted the Art
Department's interior.
The Patrons of Fine Arts are
sponsoring the Sunday afternoon
opening. A Saturday evening pre-
view of the new Carnegie Hall has
been arranged for Dr. and Mrs. E.
Young. University trustees, and
special guests; the preview is a
black-tie affair, closed to the public.
NOTICE
The Medical Service Club will
meet Wednesday Evening, October
11, in the Low n Rocni. Captain
McLaughlin. USN, will speak on
post-graduate programs in medicine
and allied fields available through
the U. S. Navy.
Orono, Maine, October 5, 1967
Perspective
Anxious students judge the star-
tling alterations in Carnegie Hall, be,
fore the official re-opening on Octo-
ber 8th. The glass-enclosed stairwell
is one of the imaginative features of
the "new" Art building.
UCITIE
HOUSE PAINT
• SAVES THE EXTRA WORK OF PRIMING
New Formula LUCITE is Me first house paint
to contain its own primer. Think of all the
work that saves.
• LASTS EVEN LONGER
New LUCITE resists cracking, lading, chalk-
ing, and mildewing far longer than before
because of Du Pont's patented new latex
composition.
Now Only
$8"
  gal. 
PUT YOUR BEST FOOT
FORWARD!
You and NINA,
for every occasion.
14-
S TAN IDAR.ID
ia61tiervt_
STANDARD SHOE STORE
NOTICE
The Mrs. Maine Club is sponsor-
ing the Well Baby Clinic again this
year. Physicals and all immuniza-
tions are offered. Only children of
University of Maine students up to
age ten are eligible for care. The
clinic is held the second Saturday
of every month from October to
May. Dr. Edward Hughes, Jr.. a
Pediatrician from Bangor. is the
Physician in attendance and Carol
Higby is the clinic Nurse. The clinic
hours are 1:30-3:00 p.m. at rooms
107 and 108 Boardman Hall. All
children must have an appointment.
To obtain one, call Linda Sanborn
at Orono 866-4184.
Madrid
Brown Suede with
Brown Patent;
Black Suede with
Black Patent.
Sizes 5 to 10.
Widths: Slim,
Narrow. Medium.
$15.99
48-52 Main St., Downtown Bangor
Orono M.
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Lots of Irish Doctor Godwin joins faculty
Play season is serious as Music Department head
14 V. Kerry Inman
No rag-tag pot boilers this year.
The serious-minded theater goer
inay look forward to a brilliant
Melon presented by the Maine
Masque. This season's produc-
tions will include four great
works of modern theater. Only
those with a craving for light
comedy will be disappointed.
The first production, directed by
E. A. Cyrus will be Juno and the
Paycock by Sean O'Casey. The play
is set in Ireland during the first
year of the Irish Free State when
the young nation fought a civil
war with the Irish Republican
Army. It is the story of a family
and their life in the tenements of
Dublin.
Juno and the Paycock is usual-
ly considered to be one of O'Casey's
masterpieces. O'Casey presents a
unique depth and power of char-
acterization. In keeping the tragic
I-laments subtle far into the play.
O'Casey has made the first acts
more hilarious than most come-
dies.
4n December The Subject was
Roses by Frank Gilroy will be
produced under the direction of
Dr. James Barushok. The Subject
was Roses is a tender drama of a
serviceman who returns to his mid-
dle class home in the West Bronx
after the close of World War Two.
Gilroy won a Pulitzer Prize for
NOTICE
The Students for a Democratic
Society is holding a meeting Mon-
day. October 9 at 7 p.m. in the
F.F A. room of the Union,
SPORTS
Go-
Round
Gerard & Harold 711ibodean
One of the greatest of all sports
today in this country— fishing
was thought to be a stern duty
by early colonists who would not
openly admit that they enjoyed
it. Fishing and hunting, too, for
that matter were not to be
thought of in any other way
or manner than a means to an
end--keeping the larder well
stocked. The origin of American
sports plus hundreds of interest-
ing sidelights and personal ex-
periences of world renowned ath-
letes of our time and generations
gone by will make for a wealth
of informative, provocative and
amusing topics, which will appear
this column regularly during
ihe coming year. Won't you try
to make it a reading habit?
COMMERCIAL MESSAGE:
riny don't you make it a habit
visit THIBODEAU V.I.P. BAR-
BER SHOP regularly and let our
professional operators give your
hair the best care its every had!
Specialize in hair coloring..
hairpieces...styling...razor
cutting retouching. Come
down to 35 No. Main St. in Old
Town or call 827-5531 for an
appointment.
HELPFUL HINT:
A washed sweater will not stretch
if you rinse it in a colander and
squeeze out the excess water
gently.
The Subject was Roses after it ap-
peared on Broadway in 1964.
Eugene O'Neill's autobiograph-
ical play, Long Day's Journey
Into Night, will be presented in
March. Under the direction of
Dr. James Bost, this play prom-
ises to be the climax of the sea-
son. Intensely personal, it is the
story of the forces that shaped
America's most distinguished
dramatist. It is the story that re-
veals O'Neill's tragic philosophy.
Long Day's Journey into Night
is considered by the leading drama
critics to be O'Neill's leading work
because of its simplicity, its depth
of character, and its beauty of
language. Eugene O'Neill was the
winner of four Pulitzer Prizes, in
addition to the Nobel Prize.
The final production of the
season will lend some variety.
The Insect Comedy by Karel and
Josef Chapek will be produced by
Neil Fentor. The Insect Comedy
is a satire on the stupidity and
greed of man.
At times it seems that the Maine
Masque considers its first duty to be
an educational theater. Though
some may regret this, no one who
appreciates good drama will com-
plain if the Masque gives us viable
productions of the exceptional works.
Some may complain however, of
the unbalanced season. Last yeat
was as extremely light as this year
is serious. In general, it may be
said that this year's theater season
will be highly dramatic, intense!)
emotional, and slightly Irish.
New program starts
on U of Maine ETV
In answer to the need for practi-
cal experience in television pro-
ducing. students at the University
of Maine have embarked on a
special project which will result in
a weekly television program, Maine
College Report, to be seen on Uni-
versity ETV stations each Tuesday
at 6:15 p.m.. beginning October 3.
On the first I5-minute edition
there will be an interview with
former U. S. Senator Barry Gold-
water. recent visitor to the Univer-
sity campus. Other programs will
include: The Class of '71, an
analysis of the problems of in-
creased enrollments, and a feature
on the U M in Portland.
Under the leadership of their
instructor, Mai k 0. Benner of the
department of speech. students i.i
the te':.vision production course
will be responsible for producing
the 15-minute survey of news from
Maine Mstitutions of higher learn-
ing.
Although the University tele-
visic.n facilities have been used in
the couise of instruction of
ac.alced students concentrating in
brovdcasting, this will be the first
year that, a laboratory situation ha,
resit! ed in a program schedule his
ac II broadcast throughout the
state.
Don't laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff ' s
big ears. He can hear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.
TAN DER HOP?
WITH SPRITE
Social-life majors, take
look at Charles Van der
Hoff. He can't play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
movie. And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yes!
But--Charles Van
der Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls' dormitory
f roe across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hahl Do you realize
that Charles Van
der Hoff has never
missed a party
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
of Sprite being uncapped—the roars—the
fizzes—the bubbles--he runs! So before you
can say anti-existentialism, he's getting in
on that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time--is his.
Of course, you don't have to
have ears as big as Charlw
d,--11Lff's so enjoy the swinclr.r,
taste of Sprite. You may
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.
SPRITE,S0 TART ANI
TINGLING, WE
JUST COULDN'T KEEF
IT QUIET.
Filling the post of head of the
music department this year is Dr.
Robert Godwin. Dr. Godwin holds
degrees from the University of
Jacksonville, Eastman School of
Music, and the University at Illi-
nois.
For the last ten years he has
directed the choral groups of
North Dakota State University.
The Concert Choir he developed
there gained international acclaim
on its coast to coast and European
tours. The climax of these tours
was a concert at St. Peter's Basili-
ca for 70,000 people at Pope
Paul's invitation. At this concert
Dr. Godwin was presented with
the Pope's personal medallion.
It is Dr. Godwin's hope that our
University Singers will eventually
also have extended concert tours.
Dr. Robert Godwin,
new head of the music
department, coulee to
Maine after ten !.ears of
developing unil direct-
ing North Dakota state's
choral groups.
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maine campus
editorials
The god in the Palm Beach suit, or
0 that image!
A political personality is rather like a holy
man. Again and again the sacred mediums.
television and the press, have conveyed to us
those spectacles. that chin, that nose, that smile
—that image. Our feelings toward the man are
irrelevant; the sacred mediunts have endowed
him with something approaching holiness. We
are awed by the thought of all that energy
devoted to just one individual—all those mil-
lions of people who love him or hate him, all
those airwaves that hum with his voice, all
those great roaring presses that spit out his
image. So it is that when we first meet the man
in the living flesh we feel ourselves to be in the
presence of a sort of sanctity.
This was the feeling inside the Memorial
Union Trophy Room fifteen minutes before
Barry Goldwater vias scheduled to speak last
Sunday night. There were perhaps little more
than a dozen of us and as thousands streamed
by outside, we waited in nervous and expectant
silence for the Great Man to arrive to grant
us a few minutes of his time.
Suddenly the door swung open and sur-
rounded by a couple of University officials—
those spectacles. that' chin, that nose. that
smile! We pressed nervously about the demi-
god praying subconsciously that some minor
flaw—a loose necktie, a slip hem showing, a
wild strand of hair—wouldn't be noticed by and
annoy the Great Man. The Great Man shook
hands all around and told an anecdote or two
to make us more comfortable and reassure us
that he. too, was one of us. Still, we asked the
first question with something of the absolute
trust of the faithful consulting at an oracle.
"Senator, do you think that the present
generation—our generation—is more radical
or more conservative?
"Well." said the Great Man. or so we ap-
proximate him. "I think that today's kids are
reallv on the ball. I'm all for it. too. They're
working on getting the voti.ig age in my home
state—AriTona—down to 18. I think that the
kils of 18 are more on the hall than we were
at 2l—wh•-, even at 25. I feel more at home
with these -ottn^ kids. Peggy and I have raised
a few ourselves, you know......
The Senator rambled on another minute or
two on why precisely he thought the present
generation was more radical—or maybe it was
why he thought they were more conservative: it
was difficult, in fact, to fieure out what precisely
he did decide. By the end of the second ques-
tion we were a bit disillusioned with our demi-
god: he was either giving us the word in a most
inscrutable fashion or else he just wasn't giving
us anything.
The rest of the interview and the subsequent
speech completed our disillusionment. We were
regaled with jokes. We were treated to a
couple of more anecdotes and even some small
vienettes on Goldwater family life. The most
serious part of the speech was a rather simplis-
tic polemic about how there's US. see, and then
there's THEM. you got that, and even though
US Americans cannot stand to see anybody
suffer in any part of the world, you better watch
out and stop telling our generals what to do
because they know better than anyone what
to do. Otherwise. see. THEY are going to take
over and then WEIl slip down to being a
second-rate economic power which will. ot
course, be the blackest period in human his-
tory.
At the end of the speech about three thou-
sand people hopped to their feet and smacked
their hands violently toeether in honor of the
Great Man. We didn't wish to be boorish nor
did we wish to incur ugly looks so we. too.
dutifully stood up and applauded. but our dis-
illusionment was complete. Up on the podium
under the elare of the floodlights stood no
god. no demi-god: standing there in his con-
servative erev Palm Beach suit and nearly grey
necktie was a good enough sort of man—a
man of integrity. courage, and energy without
doubt, but also a simple uneducated man with
a hankering for power which three years ago
might have spelt disaster for the world. In
little more than an hour the imaee had come
linsenarated from the man and had vaporized.
The Emneror stood under the floodlights with-
out any clothes
—PSTT
Last Sunday night. the Political Lyceum
Committee, with a needed boost from the
Class of '69, challenged the student body
with a speake • of national notoriety and
significance. Regardless of one's political
leaning, the opportunity to evaluate a con-
troversial personality at first band is, in it-
self, a unique experience in student political
awareness.
The Political Lyceum Committee reali-
zes the worth to their fellow students of
booking more good speakers here. But,
they are well aware of budgetary limita-
tions. Good lecturers cost money — more
than any one group on campus can or will
spend.
Past policy for luring speakers to the
outskirts of civilization — namely the
Can the two be combined by better co-
ordination between autonomous groups on
campus? Student, faculty, and public sup-
port of last Sunday's lecture seems to indi-
cate that they can. With student enthusiasm
in the worth of a stimulating lecture series,
we hope that the Political Lyceum Com-
mittee can execute what they have so ad-
mirably started.
Maine campus — seems to have been
based largely on the division of funds
available by the number of speakers wanted.
From an economic standpoint only, there
can be no fault. But, in planning a lecture
series with the university student in mind,
should the question be one of quantity or
quality?
e maine
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Variations on a tune
by Michele Monies
Mr. Goldwater's speech last Sun-
lay night was seemingly an over-
vbelming success. In his address to
the student body, Mr. Goldwater
briefly summarized his general out-
look: "Your job is to prove to the
world that our way of life, our
philosophy of life, of government,
in business is so far superior to
any other philosophy that they
had better change to our way ..."
in business is so far superior to
loubt that "only ignorance" can,
.n anyway, keep another nation
from following America's perfect
righteousness.
Aren't the Russians starting
to realize that "they live like
pigs"? Aren't they starting to
become capitalist? For Mr. Gold-
water, this is not a question, it
is an absolute assertion; and
here, the former senator seems
to reflect the naive attitude so
popular in American mass media
of the victorious, "good guy" and
the disgusting "bad guy."
"Americans are not going to see
people suffer; it's not in their
nature"' asserts our speaker.
For Mr. Goldwater. this gen-
eral attitude Is worsened by an
.cute case of "Americanomor-
_ihism," an inability to view another
country in that country's own terms.
The U.S.A. "protector of Freedom
and Peace" feels compelled to c.
port this "Freedom" whose mo-
nopoly it no doubt holds.
The general oversimplifica-
tions of Mr. Goldwater's speech
seems to be due only partly to a
lack of time; it seems rather a
natural extension of his 1964
campaign. In the question-an-
swer period that followed, the
former senator reduced the racial
problem to a "desire for anarchy"
and the world's problem to "Corn.
monist Aggression." Few people
in the audience raised even an
eyebrow. Mr. Goldwater's voice
was pleasant. His answers were
so clear that only a small minori-
ty, questioned the unfortunately
scarce facts he mentioned. These
facts fit so perfectly his previous
theories that nobody frowns
when he says that "only black
properties were destroyed in race
riotings."
Does it matter after all if
are wrong? Does it matter if so
much is brought down to a black
and white tone? The mind is at ease
and we feel wonderfully "right."
Mr. Goldwater restored in his augt-
ence the feeling of security that a
liberal education unfortunately en-
dangers. Wasn't this feeling worth
five standing ovations?
\ GLASS OF 'Gcl
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voice of the readers
 Ammo
booklet should be clearly spelled
out.
At a glance, it would appear that
the course evaluation booklet has
degenerated into a professor
popularity contest, without fulfilling
the function that a booklet such as
this might have fulfilled.
Prof. Claude Z. Westfall
General Engineering
The Maine Canopus welcomes
correspondence from its read-
ers. We feel that by your par-
ticipation upon this page this
epee- further takes its place as
a vital aspect of the University.
Besides, we need to fill up
space.
Please typewrite all letters
double-space and address to the
Editorial Editor in 106 Lord
Hall. The deadline is 5:00 p.m.
Monday.
faculty Iteifu1
To the Editor:
Unfoitunalety, my comments in
last week's Campus may have given
an impression which I do not wish
to convey. Although there were
those professors who did not wish
their courses to be evaluated, this
was their choice and a valid one
clhsidering the spirit of academic
freedom under which the project
%%as undertaken.
With very few exceptions, we
ft.,n4nd the faculty extremely co-
operative, and sincerely so. It is
this sincerity which we must ap-
plaud.
Chris Hastedt
LETTER EXPLANATION
The following represent the soli-
cited opinions of three faculty mem-
bers who were nut included in last
week's survey of reactions to the
new student evaluation booklet.
objections
To the Editor:
While I am in favor of a cow-se
evaluation booklet. I feel course
evaluations should be produced in
closer cooperation with professors.
I question whether a student is
qualified to honestly, accurately.
appraise a professor. In evaluating
cosirses, the student should have a
,ertain amount of maturity. Fresh-
man course evaluations might lack
T his maturity.
I feel evaluations should be made
retrospectively, so that the student
can see things in proper perspecti%e.
The objective. the function, the
purpose of the course e‘aluation
•
•
in retrospect
To the Editor:
I'm rather neutral towards the
course evaluation booklet. I. for
instance, spend ten hours preparing
for one lecture in French literature,
and get evaluated on my Fr. 3
course, a course in which I have
no interest, and frankly, would
rather not teach.
And I have often found that the
professors I held in highest esteem
when 21 have left me with little
whereas I presently find myself
utilizing information acquired from
a professor I previously regarded
poor.
Dr. Charles N. Clark
French
•
unfairly done
lo the Editor:
Regarding the presentation "Of
<>
DIVE! LEARN SCUBA!
YMCA Course
Co-educational
— Start —
MONDAY
Oct. 9 700
10 Lessons — 10 Weeks
Call Bangor "Y" 942-6313
<>
7he on/ iikv ft) catch
the Ra Rare/ is at'-
if Plymo41/7 L76g/e,
7Ae new 73Yymoath avid Runner
kis' /AA/ at you, POnouth Dealeti
XI A/bete the beat g6es Oa. "IP
Cabbages and Kings," I feel that
the booklet was unfairly done.
In some instances, raw statistics
were used in evaluating a course,
in other evaluations, emotionalism
prevailed. Each course evaluation
varied extensively: this indicates
that there was too much personal
editing.
Students were asked to judge ms
courses in respect to content.
examinations, etc. after they had
taken only one exam, and had only
partially completed the course.
I do appreciate the effort that
went into the booklet. I know it
was begun with serious intent and
considerable integrity. If, however.
the students intend to use this as
a shopping guide, they will find it
of little use.
Dr. Richard G. Emerick
Anthropology
COMPACT
CONTACT
CONIACI LENS
4.1 :11/:.+4
LENIN
_
mem nig sourroo
.iraw.e.favhtti at isms
Why carry around a whole
chemistry set full of potions
for wetting, cleaning and
soaking contact lenses'
Lensine is here, It's an all-
purpose solution for complete
lens care, made by the
kturine Company.
So what else is new'
Well, the 'movable
lens carry, )g case
on the bob )m of
every bottle. tn..,
new. too Arid it
exclusive with
Lenstne, the
solution for
all your contact
lens problems
1117k! 501
LENSINE
for contacts
As seen in SEVENTEEN and MADEMOISELLE
shipO'hore
wide-track
striping—
wide-awake
Oxford
5.00
It's the racy new way to line yourself up.
In carefree 50% polyester/50°6 cotton Oxford.
Pale stripings on pale tone backgrounds. 28 to 38.
eyhip'rghore.
versatility
turtle in softest
cotton
3.00
Wear it under sweaters, over pants, in hues
to coordinate with everything you love best.
Easy-care for everywhere this fall. 28 to 38.
Look for the winning no. always in lower left corner. This
week's winner receives one of each blouse pictured.
6110
Last week's winner: Joyce Christine Locke
H. M. GOLDSMITH
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T nu would clean
had to
Ira out of
Two of the first white men that set foot in
Old Town in 1781 were Ira Pierce and Ira Wad-
leigh.
Ira Wadleigh built the first sawmill in this
area back when Bangor was in it's heyday and
the Lumbering Capital of the World.
Being a lumberman he was, of course, a
friend of Paul Bunyan. Paul would come to
lra's sawmill for lunch and dinner many times
and this presented an ms because Paul
loved to eat, and e. amburgers. Meat
in those days was hard to come by and Paul
would eat 40 to 50 hambur s at a single meal.it
meat but he wouldn't say anything to Paul because of the ri so Ira
devise something to save meat and keep Paul full.
Vegetables were as plentiful as was
lettuce, tomatoes and onions, between
called it a Jumbo. It delighted Pa
"Jumbos".
homemade
homemade
a 1pbread ls, so lra took a larger hamburger, added
rolik. together with catsup and mayonnaise and
Ira too becEPt now Paul only ate a dozen or so of the new
Today, 150 years later, this ex me "Jumbo" can be bought at the Governor's Drive-In located
in Stillwater and owned by Ira Wad1W's Great, Great Grandson Leith Wadleigh.BESIDES OUR JUMBOBURGER HERE SAMPLE OF OUR OTHER GREAT FOODSO Y PAUL (OR PAULA) BUNYANTO SATISFY THE TASTE OF 
The
PIZZA LIST
Plain
Onion
Bacon
Hamburg
Green Pepper
Hot Dog
Peperoni
Mushroom
Salami
Ham
Crab
Sausage
Hamburg & Onion
Double Cheese
Green Pepper & Onion
Peperoni & Mushroom
Salami & Mushroom
Anchovy
Combination Everything
FRENCH FRIES
Also Shakes & Blizzards
.70 11/1
.75 IP
.90
.85
.80
.80
.80
.85
.80
.85
.80
.85
Glvernor's
FOOD MENU
Fish & Chips
Chicken Basket
Clam Basket
Shrimp Basket
allop Basket
food Basket
Tem Roll
Crab Roll
Hamburger
heesebusr
t Dog
bo Burg*
.99
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.40
.39
.65
.28
.38
.23
.49
.95 Hamburg Basket
.85 Cube Steak Bask%
.85 Grilled Cheese
.90 Clam Roll 4
.90 Pizzaburger
.85 Pepper Steak
1.25 B L T
ONION RINGS FRIED CLAMS
Tel. 827-4277
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3.00
.63
.89
.25
.40
.45
.45
.45
TWO
GIG-ANT
REASON
116
TO
4110  L Le
TP
ROAD
TO
OLD TOW
Before and after your pleasant shopping tri
smith's . . . a snack at die GovAnor's.
THE GOVERN
H. M. rP OLDSMI
GOVERNOR'S
0
SM.L WA r€F4
OLD Ow 0,4
-
GoLo S
after your pleasant shopping trip to Gold-
snack at Me Coveirnor's.
ii M GOt D SMITH
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Dates announced for annual
National Teacher Examination
College seniors prep,iring to speetive teachers may take the
teach school may 'Ike the National Common Examinations, which
Teacher Examinations on any of measure the professional prepara-
the three different test d.a.es an- lion and general cultural back-
nounced today by Educational Test- ground of teachers, and one of 13
ing Service, a nonprofit educational Teaching Area Examinations which
organization which prepares and measure ITWAtery of the subject
administers this testing program. they expect to teach.
New dates for the testing of pro- Prospective teachers should con-
specuve teachers are: February 3, tact the school systems in which
April 6. and July 6, 1968. The tests the} seek employment, or their col-
will be given at nearly 500 locations leges, for specific advice on which
throughout the United States. ETS examinations to take and on which
said. dates they should be taken.
Results of the National Teacher A Bulletin of information con-
Examinations are used by many taining a list of test centers, and
large school districts as one of information about the examinations,
several factors in the selection of as well as a Registration Form,
new teachers and by several states may be obtained from college place-
for cc. or licensing of ment officers, school personnel
teachers. Some colleges also require departments, or directly from Na-
all seniors preparing to teach to tional Teacher Examinations, Box
take the examinations. 911. Educational Testing Service.
On each full day of testing. pro- Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
First Choice
Of The
Engageables
Trey Jie the sTctr; styling cinc
the perfect center diamond
. . a brilliant gem of fine
color and modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satis-
faction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store
He's in the yellow pages
under -Jewelers.-
DIAMOND A.NDS
PYRAMID
ME
T.TTI r•ao T• t‘ect 11•.0.• TO Slay. OlToTT el w••.,
• ••••• •o•• ae. • • e-..,,...., on,  ,s••• ,•••
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet. -How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding • and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book,
Name 
Address
City 
State Zip 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N Y 13202
Rovin Reportah
by Cookie Wilcox
We at the Univeisity of Maine have our
problems — cafeteria food, a dry campus, closing
Jorm hours, parking tickets, just one hollow tree,
flooded cellars, and a number of other grievances
for spare time thought.
It is certainly a rough life and there are times
when we wonder if we will ever make it. Most of
us do. but not without a few grunts and groans
along the way.
We are well aware of the perennial problems
facing us, but they are not as unique as we might
think. Campuses all over the United States have the
same problems and are also trying to solve them.
The big issue of birth control hit the BU NEWS
front page when one of its students felt that
action, instead of talk, was needed to start a move-
ment for free birth control information and devices.
The NEWS reports that at a lecture the student
demonstrated varous birth control devices and com-
mented on the use of each. Following the demonstra-
tion, he asked if any student desired to receive birth
control devices. Approximately 20, mostly girls,
approached the stage and several were given con-
traceptives.
He was later arrested and charged with break-
ing three sections of the :slassachusetts' "crimes
against chastity" law which could cost him ten
years of his life.
The incident touched off a storm of controversy
and the school was forced to take a stand on the
issue. Vice-president for Student Affairs, .I. Wendell
Yeo, presented the schools position, "I am aware
that some persons advocate dissemination of such
information and devices to all persons, upon request.
regardless of marital statue, but Massachusetts law
permits such dissemination by a registered physician
and certain others legally designated, to married
persons only."
Massachusetts law answers the birth control
question for BU now, but I wonder what their
answers will be if future legislation does not protect
them so well?
At the university of West Virginia. there has
been a big controversy as to whether beer should
be served in their new student onion, the Mountain'
lair. It is legal for the students to drink on the
campus as the drinking age is 18.
Pros and cons were discussed at a recent Student
Cabinet .neeting in hopes to get varying points of
view on the issue.
"heir head football coach, Carlen, said, "I am
wholly against it and do not feel the college
campus is the place for beer." He further stated,
"We have a sick student body if they cannot use
the 'Lair if beer is not served."
Bob McWhorter, Mountainlair director, has not
taken a definite stand on the issue feeling that all
aspects ought to be weighed before making any
decisions. He did say, "Restricting temptation is
not the adult approach."
He cited other schools where drinking was per-
mitted in the student unions, "drinking problems
on these campuses are less than on supposedly dry
campuses."
Carlen commented, "If you put it in the 'Lair.
put it everywhere — even vending machines. There
is no reason to set a double standard." (Flow al-out
that idea for Maine?)
Carlen also warned the cabinet that the faculty
members now favoring the issue would be the first
to complain when an intoxicated student reported
to one of their classes.
Although Maine can hardly cope with the
thought of drinking off campus — let alone in the
Den — who knows what the next few years will
bring?
Coed-living off campus
gaining in popularity
According to a magazine article,
published today, college living
habit, have changed drastically
over the past few years. On
campuses throughout the U.S. boys
and girls, in ever increasing num-
bers, are living together as couples.
This is reported in the September
"back-to-college" issue of Esquire
where for the first time in any.
major magazine four campus
couples are photographed in the
houses where they live openly
together. 1 he four couples in the
feature are from Harvard. Cornell.
Michigan, and Berkeley.
In Cambridge, Mass, for instance.
a Radcliffe coed, '67, moved off.
campus with a Harvard student.
The parents who knew made no
objection: Harsard didn't seem to
care and Radcliffe. because the
coed was officially in residence at
one of the dorms, didn't know.
Esquire reports the Harvard
student as saying: "About a third
aech RaiaVme
at your Plenadh Pealer.
It*
Ak\‘(4)7
-7.1 h h lae/ew FYymoutm Runner
I now at yout POnouth Pealet.iwhere the ZWat.96CS Oa,
of our friends are married, another
third just live together, and tiff:
rest, well, still looking for each
other."
Another couple, living two blocks
off the campus of the University
of Michigan share domestic -e-
sponsihilities with another two-
some in a six
-room apartment in
Ann Arbor. Like most college
couples. Esquire find, they have
a casual relationship: marriage is
not really a question yet.
The magazine, in its report on
the new roommate,, recalls that
the traditional college roommate
always had to be a 280
-pound
bathless behemoth chosen by a
sadistic dean of admissions. If one
tried to sleep, he snored; if one
tried to study he played records,
and by the end of the year a per-
son really learned how to hate.
Today, the love generation is
apparently changing all this. A,
the Cornell students put it,
neither knows how long they will
live under the same roof: marriage
is only one of many possibilites.
CLASSIFIEDS
AU classifieds prepaid. Paymentand copy must be received by Mon.
of the week published. Publication
Rates 75t for first 25 words or Part
thereof; 5f each additional word
HORSE available to toarct
until June. Stabled in Ban-
gor. Owned by boy 16 away
at schcol. Reg: Anglo-Arab
15.2 hands. Constant hunter-
jumper champion. Needs ex-
perienced rider. Contact
Sharon Sullivan, 866-7655.
HONDA 90. Excellent con-
dition, low mileage. Wind-
shield, mirrors, luggage rack,
saddle bags. $275. Call:
827-2114.
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Mr. Goldwater advises a new look at liberalism in this
country. He feels that the liberals embrace the basic com-
munist tenet—from each according to his ',Bay, to each
according to his needs.
Senator Percy deems Viet
victory impossible for U.S.
Senator Charles Pefeey (Rep.
speaking on National Educa-
tional Television's "Regional Re-
port,- says it is impossible tor the
United States to win a military
victory in Vietnam. The program,
▪ in which the Senator made the
statement, was seen on Wednesday,
September 27 at 9 p.m. over all
Maine ETV stations.
In the recorded interview with
columnist Jack Mabley of Chica-
go'. American. Percey calls on the
Johnaon administration to devise
a plan which would allow the
North Vietnamese to come to the
bargaining table ••without losing
face:. The freshman senator de-
nies any presidential aspiration
despite the fact that he is being
prominently mentioned as a pos-
sible C.O.P. conipromise candi-
date in 1968.
The program, an examination of
the status of the Republican Party
today, also brings before the
cameras New York Senator Jacob
Javits, former presidential candi-
date Barry Goldwater, California
Governor Ronald Reagan, and
Illinois Senator Everett Dirksen.
Javits, interviewed by Richard
Reeves of The New York Times.
indicates that Richard Nixon's
"overly strong bid for the conserva-
• live side . . . worries me very
much." While reaffirming his sup-
port for Governor Romney, Javits
expresses his interest in being
nominated as New York's "favorite
son." thereby "making delegation
maneuverable."
In an interview with Neal Max-
well of KUED, Salt Lake City.
Goldwater questions "how many of
the 27 million people who voted
for the ticket" in 1964 will "for
•
MAINE ALPHA CHAPTER
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
announces its new brothers who
were initiated on 9/24/67:
Bruce McMillan
Richard Hautala
Arthur LeClair
Richard Steeves
Alan Bartlett
Peter Crosby
Richard Hinkley
Tom Renwick
Ken Finch
Glenn Sadulsky
Paul DuFresne
Dan Thibodeau
Jon Cox
Conio Sessa
Bob Eckman
Bob Peterson
Bob Gardner
Harry Miller
give- Romney for failing to support
him for the presidency. Goldwater
warns of "an end of freedom in
this country if we continue to allow
the anarchy" and "the pleas of the
Stolkey Carmichael, who are the
downfall of this colintrk." How-
ever, he adds, "If the Republicans
are not idiots, if they are not
crazy, and if they will refuse to
listen to the advice of the Javits
and the Rockefellers and some of
the Easterners, then I think we can
make a go of it."
NOTICE
The senior class is now accepting
suggestions for the speaker at June
graduation, All ideas will be wel-
come and may be sent by members
of the class of 1968 to Miss Sharon
Sullisan in 302 Penobscot Hall
within the next two weeks.
"Artists of Maine" exhibit will be
in Carnegie Hall permanently
by Maggie O'Brien
The re-opening of Carnegie Hall
on October 8th marks the opening
of a permanent "Artists of Maine"
Exhibtion in Carnegie Hall.
John Collins, Stephen Howard,
Bernard Langlais, Leo Meissner,
John Muench, F. W. Saunders,
Laurence Sisson, a total of sixty
artists living and/or working in
Maine will display roresentati, e
work in this constantly changing.
continuous exhibit. -The artists
themselves," says Prof. Vincent A.
Hartgen, Head ot the A t Depart-
ment, -will keep fresh works before
the public, making this the only
gallery in the state where residents
and tourists will be able to see a
cross-section of the distinguished
art of Maine."
The Patrons of Fine Arts,
individuals lending financial as-
sistance to cultural programs at
NOTICE
Chris, the University of Maine's
literary magazine, is now accepting
material for the fall issue. Any origi-
nal manuscripts, short stories, essays,
of any nature, poetry and art work,
will be acceptable. All manuscripts
must be typewritten. Any manu-
scripts or art work will be returned
if the author includes his name and
address. The deadline for submis-
sion is Friday. November 3. As last
year there will be a $5.00 award for
the best prose, art and poetry sub-
mitted. Material may be submitted
at the Chris Office, 106b Lord Hall.
Office I.ours for the Editor, SO
Johnson, are on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings 6-8 p.m. Drop
manuscripts' off then or there will
be a box outside the door when the
office is closed.
Maine, are sponsoring the year-
round "Artists of Maine" gallery.
Mrs. Alexander B. Cutler, a
Patron of Old Town, will act as
daily host and curator for the ex-
hibition.
Though arranged in both Gal-
lery One and Gallery Two for the
weekend open house, the "ArtiSts of
Maine" exhibit will permanently
.eside in Gallery Two, Carnegie
Hall.
There are eight additional art
exhibits to be displayed on Campus
through the month of O:tober.
On October 15th, Gallery One
of Carnegie will open an exhibition
of paintings and collages by Denny
Winters. Fred and Mary Prole
will exhibit paintings in the Lobby
of Hauck Auditorium. Merritt
hlauzey will display lithographs
and drawings in the Lobby of
Alumni Hall. The Seminar Room
of Carnegie Hall will host "As
Maine Goes", photos by John
McKee.
Four of the September art ex-
hibits will remain on campus during
October. The Hans Erni graphics
display in the Print Room of
Carnegie Hall will remain open;
"One Year in a Maine Town". a
selection of photos by Evelyn
Miles, will occupy the Photo
Salon of Fogler Library. The Oaks
Room of the Library will hold
the Fritz Eichenberg wood en-
gravings for another month. Leo
Chabot's "Face of Maine" photo-
graphic display will be removed
from the Memorial Union Lobby
on October 15th.
Carnegie Hall is open weekdays
9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Satur-
days 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
Other 'galleries are open during
respective building hours.
MUAB MOVIE
MUAB MOVIES:
October 6 "Kitten With
A Whip"
Starring Ann Margaret
Place Hauck Auditorium
Time 7 :00 & 9:00 P.M.
Price 500
October 7
—Guns Of August"
Place Hauck Auditorium
Time 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
Price 50e
WEEKLY EVENTS:
October 11 Poetry Hour
Reader Student Reader
Place Main Lounge
Time 4:00 P.M.
When in the course
of human events
it becomes necessary
to hold up your pants
.. break away from the tyrannv of the
dull belt. Fife and Drum traditional belts
conic in a spirited assortment of colors,
leathers and buckles. Some with matching
billfolds, key cases and pocket secretaries.
Now is the time to declare your
independence from the commonplace
M ith Fife and Drum.
.A look that's part of the American grain.
Bonus: Who is Button Gwinnett?
Tell us and we'll send vou a
Button Gwinnett kit (5 different buttons
and bumper stickers). If you don't
know, confess.. .and we'll send you the
kit anvw av.Write "Button, Button" Dept.,
J.(). Box 5269, Chicago, Illinois 60680.
Fife 6 Drum Belts
By Paris
A. J. GOLDSMITH
J. E. CHANDLER, Ltd.
ALLAN LEWIS Co.
gni, trainers A 1/2- hand brushed conh.de 5000 B l'4'. trrilh suede 1.nati 5400
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BARRY GOLDWATER
Continued front Puy. I
;hose who disrupt law and order
Barry Goldwater spoke to a capac-
ity audience of about 3,500. His
visit, sponsored by the Political
Lyceum Committee and the class
of 1969. is the 35th stop on his
lecture tour of the nation's schools.
NOTICE
The Student Religious Associa-
tion will hold its first meeting this
month, Tuesday, October 10 at
6:30 in the Religious Affairs
office in the Memorial Union.
NOTICE
The Coffeehouse is directed by
the MCA not the SRA. as was
stated in the September 29th issue
of the "Campus". Anyone wishing
t3 reserve the Coffeehouse for pri-
vate gathrings or parties should
get in touch with the MCA,
Reverend John Pickering or Ruth
Drake of CoIsin Hall.
State Police Cadets
will start in training
A capacity class of 34 trooper
candidates will commence a 12-
week period of training Monday
(Oct. 2) at the 25th session of the
Maine State Police Academy.
The Cadet troopers, including 15
provided by the last session of the
I.egislature, will undergo 1,000
hours of classroom instruction and
practical work in the techniques of
law enforcement.
The training will be conduLted
The Campus Needs News
Help stamp out ignorance! In
the interest of imp/using and ex-
tending our nests coserage, we in.
site all interested persons to phone
or drop by the Campus office with
any and all hot tips. juicy stories
or assorted happenings. Please
keep in mind that the deadline for
each issue is 5 o'clock Monday. All
copy, notices and letters must be
receised by that time in order to
meet our Print Shop schedule.
Monday noon is the deadline for
ads. The Maine Campus, 106 Lord
Hall, 866-7531.
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND
THE UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
announce the
Annual Written
Examination
DECEMBER 2, 1967
for CAREER OFFICERS of the
U. S. FOREIGN SERVICE
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE IF YOU ARE:
• under age 31 on Dec. 2, 1967
• 21—or 20 and have completed
your junior year of college
• a U. S. citizen for at least
71/2 years on Dec. 2, 1967
For applications and more information
SEE your PLACEMENT OFFICE or
WRITE:
College R^iations Program
Department of state
Washington, D. C. 20520
Exam Applications must be postmarked by Oct. 21
by Maine State Police personnel
and specialists from other law en-
forcement agencies and related
professions at Camp Keyes in
Augusta.
Successful completion of the
session and a two-year probation-
ary period will qualify the candi-
dates for permanent status as
troopers.
Most of the new troopers after
graduation will be assigned to
bolster State Police coverage of
the rural sections of Maine, Colonel
Parker F. Hennessey said. Eight
of the new men will be assigned to
Troop G to cover the new section
of Interstate 95 opening in northern
Maine this fall.
NOTICE
Mr. James Turner
President, General Student
Senate
Dear Jim,
As you already know. I am
resigning from the Vice Presi-
dency of the Student Senate.
After last spring's election. I
was unexpectedly accepted for
a year's study at McGill Uni-
versity in Montreal. Having pre-
iously discussed McGill with a
number of professors in my de-
partment, I knew I couldn't by-
pass this opportunity. So, re-
gretfully. I must suspend my
Senate activities until I return
to Orono for my senior year.
In closing let me wish you,
the committee co-ordinators, the
entire Senate. and most of all
the new Vice President the best
of luck in the upcoming year.
Sincerely yours,
James E. Tierney
Pioneers
Orono, Maine, October 5, 1967
Briarpatch and Puckerbrush are
ready to load up for their nocturnal
rounds to the far ends of the campus.
Doubling as concession stands at pall
games, the wandering wagons will sup-
plement service to our increasing stu-
dent body.
Chuck Trucks cater
to campus residents
Eseryone has seen the Univer-
sity Store's newest service —ham-
burger stands on wheels, com-
plete with two way radio, running
water, grill, and refrigeration.
Aptly dubbed the "Puckerbrush"
and the "Briarpatch", the blue and
white trucks journey to the remote
parts of our campus peddling their
wares — Italian sandwiches, ham-
burgers. hot dogs, soda, and ice
cream bars.
In August, Mr. Piper, director
of the Unversity Stores, met with
the Dean of Men and the Dean of
Women to discuss ways of supple-
menting food service while the Old
Book Store is being renovated earl')
nest year. Someone ,uggesteO
getting a cart and the idea was
born.
Piper also pointed out that the
wandering wagons could double
as concession stands at ball games.
Previously, outside food service
has been leased by the University.
The University Owls, Circle K and
Alpha Phi Omega man the wagons
at games. while students are em-
ployed to make the rounds at night.
When asked about future food
fleet plans. Mr. Piper commented,
-If there seems to be a further
demand from students for more
wagons, the number could in-
crease."
.7
SNOI:
never out of style!
OUR CLASSIC
HANDSEWN*
MOCCASIN
There are other handsewn moccasins at
this price, hut they aren't Quonset qual-
ity, haven't Quonset fit. Quonset cups
your heel, gloves your arch, lets you
wear tapered toes with comfort. Get into
a pair - and go!
'vamp And bad;
CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE
01.1) TOWN
$695
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Eleven
report little, difficulty in finding
jobs, and none have had more ltan
occasional friction with Canadians
who object to their presence.
With a way of life that is only
marginally different from the
U.S. the process of tran.ition Is
minimal. Canadians has., mixed
feelings about the war, with a bare
majority seeming to be opposed
to the American war. This split
makes acceptance of the American
objector easier.
Any student admitted to a reput-
able Canadian school and hi sing
the money to pay for it may enter
Canada on a "student entry cer-
tificate" which allows him to work
during the summer and bcome a
landed immigrant without le -sing
country once he has graduated.
An American who wishes t. be-
come a citizen of Canada enteis as
a landed immigrant by filling in the
wpm, :late forms from the Depart-
ment of Citizenship and Inur'gra-
tion and either mailing them to
Ottawa. the capital, or presenting
them at • border when he e ters
Canada. Visitors who have rvn tilled
out these forms are not allowed to
work.
Any twain,. honest young man
with either a job offer or enough
money to surv1 e on is likely to
be admitted. Newspaper., in Cana-
da have from time-to-time com-
mented that the certification LA
is a pretty good guarantee of the
quality of an immigrant.
Future of Soccer Team
Bright, quotes Livesey
it, fitt,-
•ity soccer team opens its
season 10 a.m. Saturday as host
to a tough Massachusetts squad.
-The soccer picture at Maine is
brighteninf ," Coach Bill Livesey
proclaims. The team's overall pe•
formance in pre-season serimm
has been encouraging. Although its
defense has faltered at times, the
team's, offense has demonstrated the
ability to score.
"Our big aim ye is to
improve our off, ,se to ret.eve the
pressure On defense," Coach Live-
M., points out. "Last 'Year a lot
of goals were scored against us,
not because we were so weak on
defense, but because we were on
defense as much as three-quarters
of some games."
Saturday's probable starting line-
up should consist of team captain
Ken Olsen, who has been very im-
pressive as goalie, with backs, Harry
Dame. Tom Nliller, Ed Ainsworth.
Harm Price and Darryl Calkins.
Gary Balzano, Swatulani Munthali,
Bob Hatch, Ahmed Hamid and
George Pratt should get the start-
ing call as forwards.
This year's team has enough
so that Coach Livesey plans
substitute frequently.
Coach Livesey cited Calkins. Price,
Munthali and Hamid as looking
. impressive in the scrimmages.
H dded that everyone has done
even better tuan he had hoped.
On Tuesday the varsity soccer
team will travel to Brunswick to
take on State-Series rival, Bowdoin.
The freshman soccer team, which
contains some promising talent,
opened its season October 2 against
the Bates JV's. Saturday. October 7,
the freshmen will tangle with a
team from Thomas College and on
October II they meet the Hinckley
School.
Cross Country team roi.-4
victory over St. Anseims
The vxr5ity crosy country team
opened its season Saturday at Man-
chester. New Hampshire, wi,h a
strong 21-37 victory over St. An-
selm's. Maine swept the first three
places: Steve Turner copped first
place while teammates Alan Howard
and Al Legasse snapped up second
and third, respectively.
Coach Styrna took this strong
showing in stride and predicted "a
real tough meet" this Saturday in
Boston against Northeastern and
the University of Massachusetts.
Team captain Joe Dahl and George
Schiraga. a promising sophomore.
are expected to rejoin the squad for
this meet.
The freshmen did not do so well
in their opener, finishing third be-
hind Old Town and Brewer: 23-54-
55. Coach Styrna was disappointed
in the team's performance. Calling it
"one of the weakest teams" that he
has ever had. he urged freshmen to
come out for the team so -at it will
have more depth.
The freshmen will 'or a
better showing this S:,- vhen
they hase a home i -ainst
Schenck High School an., Lee Aca-
demy.
STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL
ANT
3 NE TESTLI
2
Ti.. firieLt INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBIES STAMP. II," 2".
Send cheek or money order, tie
sure to include your Zip Code No
postage or handling ch•rires Add
sales tax.
Presto 'Manned. Satisfaction Gast an tiled
THU MOPP CO.
P 0 5. 18621 Lena. Square Stabs
ATLANTA, GA , 30326
WM E B FMat 91.9
RETURNING TO THE AIR
OCTOBER 9, 6 P. M.
Some positions still open in programming, engineering,
writing, and news and sports.
if you would like a program guide sent to you, leave
your name and address at the Radio Station in 275
Stevens Hall.
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Ready for U. Mass.
The varsity soccer picture "is brightening" accord-
ing to Coach BM Livese,, as he prepares his team for
its home opener Saturday at 10 a.m. Fortunately this
year's team has enough depth so that Coach Livesey can
substitute frequently.
Immunity in  Canada:
Draft dodgers go north
• Toronto (CPS%—Wita lc draft
quotas in this country on the in
crease, more and more conscientious
objectors are seeking immunity in
Canada.
et What makes Canada so attractive
to the prospective draft dodger?
The dominant factor is the Canadian
legal attitude toward the dodger.
Canada's armed services are manned
by volunteers, and Canada does not
recognize "draft evasion" or "in-
ternational flight to avoid prosecu-
tion" as crimes. Consequently, draft
evaders cannot he extradited.
Toni Kent, chief civil 'tenant of
the Department of Cititenship
and Imniigration ha,. put it quite
plaint,: "There is not any pro-
hibition in the Inimigration Act.
or regulations against the admis
',ion of persons who may be seek-
ing to avoid induction into the
armed sect ices and, therefore,
providing they meet immigration
requirements, we base no bcsis in
law fur barring their entry."
Asked about American effort, to
prosecute draft resisters, External
• Affairs Minister Paul Martin said
that Canada does not "feel under
any obligation to enforce the laws
in that regard of any country."
Other attractions are the social
• and economic conditions in the
Canadian Provinces, Sine- Canada
has a chronic shortage of killed la-
bor. employers welcome Ameri-
cans. who are generally better edu-
cated and trained than other immi-
grants or Canadians. Draft evaders
Scores for
Greek and
Dorm Grid
:ouch football last
Sunday Phi Mu Delta edged SAE
18-14, Phi Gam. who drew a bye
Sunday, will play Phi Mu this Suit-
day. Phi Kappa Sigma, who
squeaked by Theta Chi 6-2, and
Sigma Chi, who beat TEP 32-12,
will play off this Sunday at 1:30 p.m..
Kappa Sigma plowed under Alpha
• Gama Rho 50-6. while Della Tau
Delta defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon
22-12. Delta Tau will play Kappa
Sigma this weekend. Lambda Chi
Alpha, who beat Sigma Nu 18 to
Zip. and Phi Eta Kappa, who beat
'lac 22 to Zip, will also play off
Sunday.
In dormitory touch football last
Sunday Aroostook Hall defeated
Corbett in a clean sweep, Aroostook
I & 2 defeated Corbett I & 2, 22-8
and Aroostook 3 & 4 defeated Cor-
bett Ai 4, 20-12. Oak and the Han-
nibal Animals edged Off-Campus
Men 14-12, while Gannett 3 & 4
defeated Dunn 3 & 4, 20-14.
the
A NSAVAT
classic
Clean beautiful line of classic design. Wash-in-
a-wink care for today's fast pace. Versatility of
wear: tuck it in, wear it out, show it under. The
Danskin classic: full-fashioned in soft nylon,
mock turtle neck, back zipper.
lour campus charge account is iris iteri
$8.00
The Maine Campus Ofet10, Minn*, Octobef •5, ;1067hate Twelve
Dartmouth sailors take
NNEC, Maine second
by D. A. steward
The Maine Sailing Team finished
second behind Dartmouth, 67-65, in
the Northern New England Cham-
pionship, held at Pushaw Pond Sat-
urday, September 30. Colby man-
aged to show with 59 points. Mid-
dlebury', Bowdoin and UNH also
completed, finishing in that order.
Karl Webster, coach of last year's
champion Bear sailing team, said
of Dartmouth, "They have a strong
team and led most of the way."
The 12 race-regatta lasted from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with no breaks
It rained intermittently, but them
were no spills. Each school was
represented by 2 teams, each con-
sisting of a skipper and a crew mem-
bee. J. Russell Duym and William
Scott were the two Maine skippers,
Peter Thompson and Edward Smith,
NOTICE
To insure safety of pedestrians:
I. Motor vehicle traffic is not
permitted during the hours from
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday except as required
to drive by the shortest route
between the assigned parking area
and U.S. Route 2, or U.S. Route
2-A.
the crew members,
The teams raced alternately, even-
tually sailing each of the 6 boau
used for competition. One point was
awarded for starting, one for finish-
ing, and one for every boat beaten.
When asked about the chances of
winning the Bowdoin Quadrangular
Meet this coming weekend, Webster
said, "We should have no trouble
taking second place, but Tufts is
going to be awfully hard to handle
they have one of the strongest
teams in New England. Still we will
give them a run for their money."
Tufts takes sailing seriously, with
a full-time coach, full-time repair-
man and a number of boats. Bow-
doin and Colby will also enter the
regatta to be held on the New
Meadows River near Brunswick at
9:30 a.m., Sunday. Maine is also
entering this meet as a defending
champion.
NOTICE
There will be a Physics Col-
loquium, Friday, October 6 at
4:10 p.m, in room 141 Bennett
Hall. Gordon C. Whitten, whose
top:c is "Pla ia Physics", is the
speaker. The Colloquium is open
to the public.
"PERFECT
FROM
TOP
TO
BOTTOM"
—JUDITH CRIST
NBC•TV
SIDNEY
pOITIER
In JAMES CLAVELL'S
'To SIR,
WITH
Lairs'
ELEAstg
BIJOU
BANGOR
Stand for no nonsense
in Bass Weejuns!
Put your foot down ... ask for Bass Weejunse
moccasins at your nearby college store or
shoe shop. Only Bass mak•s Wii•juns.
G. H. Boss & Co., Main Si,.
Mom• 04294.
MEP
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Berra Gains
Mike Berra, Maine £saIAIamek, packs
up a few yards despite the efforts of
a Citadel Bulldog. Berra, a promis-
ing Sophomore, saw considerable ac-
tion in Maine's 42-14 loss.
Bulldogs Break-
ears Bulwark,
by Mike Sews&
he Citadel's trio of competent
quarterbacks filled the Portland air
full of football Saturday, to defeat
the Black Bears 42-;.. Stopped on
the ground, the Bulldogs took to
the air and mesmerized the Rears'
pass defenders.
The third Citadel quarterback of
the afternoon, Jim Fried!, passed for
three consecutive TD's in the final
period to turn the game into a rout,
The Bulldogs' first score followed
a bad pass from the Maine center
to Pete Norris, who had to hurry
his kick. Picking the ball up on the
Maine 44, quarterback Jay Gools-
by marched the Cadets into the end
zone in 13 plays. The point-after
attempt fell through, to leave the
score at 6-0.
The Citadel line proved strong,
slamming back every Bear attempt
to gain ground. Norris' booming
aunts kept the Bulldogs busy in
their own territory a good part of
the time.
The second quarter saw another
Bulldog quarterback on the field.
Tony Passander. Passander fired a
name-sake to Gene Hightower, who
runs the hundred in 9.6, to scoff
up 59 yards and another 6 points.
A successful faked place-kick and
subsequent 2 points made the score
14-0 at half-time.
The third period saw Passander
engineer another TD drive for 75
yards, 53 in the air. Jim McMillan
BEST OFFER TAKES IT
1959 Rambler American. 2-door,
Al shape, automatic transmis-
sion. excellent mechanical shape,
good rubber. Can be seen at 642
Essex St., Bangor 942-3626.
went the last yard, and Jim Gaha-
gan kicked the bonus point making
it 24-0
The Cadet line kept the going
rough for the Blue. Platter and
Wing alternated the QB position,
but neither could organize much of
an offensive drive.
Friedl appeared in the fourth
quarter to antagonize the Maine
secondary. With lightning speed and
apparent ease, in a time span of less
than five minutes, Friedl fired three
touchdown passes.
The Blue brightened in the final
stanza, as Auclair stepped to the
helm. Fullback Mike Barra slipped
through the Cadet line for 7 and 13
yards, and caught two passes for 38
yards. Bob Farrel carried in to
score, capping the 80 yard drive.
The final Bear drive was keyed
to Auclair's passes to end Gene
Benne:. who took tosses of 22. 25,
and 9 yards before grabbing the final a
in the end zone, setting the score at
42-14. Benner set a school record
for passes received in one game,
after catching ten. 
•
Though the Bears took it on the
snout again, the team shows prom-
ise. The defensive secondary need,
tightening to be sure, but against a
ground attack the Bears' defense ap-
peared solid. Pete Quackenbush
and Don Loranger made their pres-
ence felt against Bulldog running
plays.
In addition to Benner, Barra, and
Auclair, the Bears' offense got fine ,
seivice from Mark Richardson and
Charlie Harney.
The Blue travels to Vermont for
its next game on Saturday. Vermont
sports Little All-American halfback
Bob Mitchell. and nine other veter-
an offense men. Looks like another
tough meeting for the Bears.
FILM CLASSICS
Alec Guiness in
THE MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT
SUNDAY, OCT. 8
IIAUCK AUDITORIUM 8 P. M.
Student Admission 1.00 General Admission 1.25
Subscriptions ore still available
•
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